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Boiling Oil
ChevronTexaco faces
Ecuador‘s courts
By Lou Dernatteis and Suzana Sawyer
LAGOAGRIO,ECUADOR-High-level corporate lawyers from ChevronTexaco sat in
the same packed muggy courtroom as barebreasted Amazonian men and women on
October 21, the start of what the national
media referred to as The Trial of the Century. In this ramshackle Amazonian town,
ChevronTexaco stands accused of severely
contaminating the surrounding region during 20 years of oil drilling and production
in what once was untouched rainforest
with pristine rivers and lakes.
At stake is not only whether the San
Ramon-based corporate giant will have

to pay more than $1 billion to clean up
pollution left behind by its oil production from 1972 to 1992, but whether the
case will bring fundamental change to
the way U.S. corporations do business
around the world.
The case already has set precedent. It
was first filed in the United States in 1993
on behalf of 30,000 plaintiffs in the
Ecuadorean Amazon for environmental
and health damages but bounced around
until a federal appeals court dismissed it
nine years later. As part of the dismissal,
the court sent the case to Ecuador under
the condition that ChevronTexaco abide
by the Ecuadorean court’s ruling. “The
case is historic,” said Steven Donziger, a
U.S. lawyer representing the Ecuadorean
plaintiffs. “This is the first time a U.S. oil
company has been forced to submit to
jurisdiction in a Latin American court in
an environmental case with damages of
this ritagnitude.”

No one is denying that the region is
polluted-ChevronTexaco
even admits
to some damage. But the company claims
that any damage caused by drilling was
“minimal” and “normal for any operation,” according to company vice-president and legal counsel Ricardo Reis Vega.
The plaintiffs claim that in order to save
money, Texaco dumped 18.5 billion gallons of waste into open, unlined pits,
instead of the common practice of reinjecting it into the ground. Now the
Ecuadoreans want the pits cleaned up.
Reis Vega added that Texaco violated
no Ecuadorean environmental laws and
that its $40 million agreement with the
government to clean up the pits released
the corporation from future liability.
According to Cristobal Bonifaz, lead
attorney for the plaintiffs, any cleanup
work Texaco claimed to do was either
incomplete or not done at all. “Look,”says
Bonifaz, “we think it is a fraudulent con-

God is Love
God hates fags Under this and
other catchy slogans the Rev. Fred
Phelps and his followers have
mounted a crusade against the
sin of Sodom. Phelps achieved
notoriety in 1998 when he led
members of the Westoboro Baptist
Church in a demonstration at the
funeral of Matthew Shepard, the
victim of a grisly homophobic
murder in Laramie, Wyoming.
Phelps can’t seem to get over
his obsession with Shepard.
According to the Web site
365gay.com, the preacher plans to
erect a monument commemorating Shepard’s death in the victim’s
hometown, Casper, Wyoming. The
with
-~ monument will be inscribed
-- ttie f6lliWing message:
Matthew Shepard
Entered Hell October 12, 1998, in
Defiance of God’s Warning: “Thou
shalt not lie with mankind as with
womankind; it is abomination.”
Leviticus 1822.
Phelps has announced his
intention to place the monument

,410.But then he showed the stuff
other political and religious points
of view. It remains to be seen
whether Phelps’ interpretation of
the gospel qualifies as such.

Have We Med
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Some days it’s tough being a
chicken hawk. Your president
starts a really expensive foreign
war, which seems to oust a second-rate bad guy (though nobody
knows for sure). For awhile things
go swimmingly. But just as the
hard-part-beg insrthe-eommanderin-chief dresses in military drag
and declares victory. Then one day
it dawns on the public what a
bloody mess empire-building is.
Soldiers keep dying. The chicken
hawk becomes desperate. He
wants more action. “Honestly, it’s
a little tougher than I thought it
was going to be,” confessed Sen.
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When the man who saved Pvt.
Jessica Lynch visited her hometown recently, he found the heroine was too busy to greet him.
The townsfolk of Palestine, West
Virginia did their best to welcome
Mohammed al-Rehaief and his
family, according
to the Telegraph,
but it was plain
to all concerned
thatlynch-cul him cold.
The Te/egfaph
speculates that a
rivalry may be to
blame. Pvt,
Lynch, whose
capture and rescue in Iraq
thrilled the Amer-
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tract-fraudulent for the simple reason that
the pits were never cleaned up.” Evidence
found in an hours-long trip into the countryside seems to support Bonifaz’s assertion.
Pipelines snake along oil-slicked roads, and
dark pools of oily waste are easy to find.
Some of Texaco’s pits are covered with dirt,
but digging down a foot or so brings oily
deposits gurgling to the surface.
Farmer Benign0 Martinez agrees with
Bonifaz, who had a Texaco waste pit outside his house near Lago Agrio. ‘‘I complained for a long, long time, and six years
ago Texaco finally came and covered the
pit with dirt. But they didn’t take the oil
away,” Martinez says, pointing to oil seeping from the dirt-covered pit and polluting a nearby stream. “I’ve lost eight of my
nine horses from drinking the polluted
water.” And that’s not the worst part.
Hydrocarbon seepage contaminated the
household’s water, making his wife, Maria
Villasis, chronically ill.
A crowd of hundreds that included
members of several Indian tribes, peasants and environmentalists marched to
the courthouse the first day of the trial
and held a rally on the steps.
The crowd represented an impressive
social movement that worked 10 years to
transform Ecuador’s laws so they
respected citizen rights and protected the
environment. Most important is the Law
of Environmental Management, passed in
1999. This law offers a process by which
citizens can gather as a class and demand
that their constitutional right “to live in
a clean environment free from contamination” be upheld. The Amazon Defense
Front, the indigenous-peasant organization that represents the plaintiffs, is the
first to file a suit under this law.
A victory would set precedent. “Bringing a case of this magnitude before the
Ecuadorean courts deserves to be watched
closely,” says Alejandro Garro, an expert
In Latin American law at Columbia University in New York. “If the courts were to
determine the existence of liability and
the ensuing remedies were to meet standards of fairness expected in a globalized
economy, then the ensuing judgment
would amount to a real breakthrough.”
He added that the plaintiffs would be
quick to go the United States to enforce
the judgment.
A decision in the case is still a ways off.
Testimony for the plaintiffs and the defense

Flames rise from an uncovered oil pit left by Chevron Texaco when they left the region 13
years ago. lawsuits are currently underway to determine who should pay for the cleanup.

ended October 29. The judge still must
inspect alleged damage and can ask for
additional testimony and evidence. Experts
predict a verdict in about six months.
Expected appeals to the Ecuadorean Superior and Supreme courts could take an additional two or three years.
Any positive judgment likely will come
too late for Villasis. Like many in the
region, she has been diagnosed with cancer as a result of hydrocarbon exposure.
“The doctor says 1 am totally contaminated. It’s the oil,” she says.
“This case is an attempt to globalize justice,” says Bonifaz. “If justice were globalized, people wouldn’t be so against
globalized trade.” The lawyer believes
that global justice will be achieved when
its standards are raised worldwide. “Protection must come from within,” he says,
noting Ecuador’s recently passed Law of
Environmental Management. “We want
to open the eyes of Latin America and the
world to create better tort and environmental law to better deal with problems
and provide true justice.”

Bruce Rich, a senior attorney for Environmental Defense, also sees larger implications in the trial. “Avictory for the plaintiffs
would increase the worldwide perception of
potential liability for environmental negligence by multinational corporations.And it
will be an incentive for greater environmental and social diligence.”
Already that is the case in Ecuador. As
a result of the lawsuit, no oil company is
polluting the environment at the rate
Texaco is charged.
Bonifaz believes their chances of winning are excellent: “I have total confidence in the transparency of the court
and its ability to rise to the occasion.
We’re going to win the case.”
Writerlphotopapher Lou Dematteis has
published two books: Nicaragua: A Decade
of Revolution (Norton, 1991)and A Portrait of Viet Nam (Norton, 1996). Suzana
Sawyer is a professor of anthropology at
U.C. Davis and author of Crude Chronicles: Conflicts Over Oil Development to
be published this spnng.
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Scandalous
Measures
States might lose
controls on corporate crooks
By A.C. Thompson and
James A. Thompson
The Bush administration is quietly
seeking to roll back oversight of the banking business and the scandal-riddled securities market through two pending
proposals-a planned rule change for the
banking industry and a house bill-that
diminish the ability of states to police
banks and stock brokers.
The plans are worrisome because the
federal government has been largely MIA
when it comes to cracking down on corporate crooks in the post-Enron era.
While the feds have grabbed headlines
with a few high-profile indictments, state
law enforcers-most notably New York
Attorney General Eliot Spitzer-are taking a far more active role in purging Wall
Street of con artists and thieves.
Formulated by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the shakeup would
nullify state banking laws stricter than federal regulations. Headed by John D.
Hawke, Jr., a K-Street player who’s worked
for Democrats and Republicans, the OCC
is a little-known regulatory backwater but
it wields a vast amount of power over the
nation’s financial institutions.
According to a notice in the Federal
Register the new rules could wipe out state
civil and criminal statutes covering lending, deposit-taking, credit cards, checking
accounts, escrow accounts and “all [other]
powers authorized” by federal law.
In early October, officials from numerous states issued a stream of scathing critiques of the proposed rule changes.
“This sweeping proposal would preempt
virtually all state banking laws for national
banks and their operating subsidiaries,
essentially undermining the integrity of the
recognized dual banking system,” wrote
Thomas Curry, Massachusetts Commissioner of Banks, in a letter to the OCC.
The plan, Curry noted, would keep
states from licensing or investigating local
subsidiaries of national banks or from
IN THESE TIMES
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monitoring “finance companies, securities tradictory state and federal statues.
firms, mortgage lenders and brokers and
“Our banks operate in 50 states and YOU
collection agencies.” He says Massachu- have 50 states passing consumer protecsetts has secured $5.8 million in restitu- tion laws, some very stringent, some not,”
tion for ripped-off consumers during the
Mukri told In These Ernes. “This creates a
uniform field. ... It’s kind of like a housepast two years.
State stock market cops fear the new cleaning rule.”
Asked about criticisms leveled by the
regulations will curtail their work. “We
think it could shield securities firms owned states, he replied, “they’re entitled to
by banks from state regulation,” said Bob their opinions,” and pointed out that the
Webster, a spokesman for the Washington, proposal is backed by banking industry
D.C.-based North American Securities trade groups.
Administrators Association, which represents
state securities regulators.
Webster and company
are calling for more public
input into the rulemaking
process-an
echo of the
recent battle over media
ownership at the Federal
Communications Commission.
“Given the whole climate of corporate scandal,
we think it’s time to
strengthen, not weaken,
investor protections,” he
said. “We’re the early
warning system. Investors
naturally turn to their state
officials for help before
they call on Washington.”
New York State General Attorney Eliot Spitzer.
The onaoine Drobe of
Mukri said his office has received more
possible fraid i i the mutual fund market,
Webster pointed out, originated with New
than 1,ooOcomments on the issue but has set
York Attorney General Spitzer. Spitzer also no timeline for putting the rules into place.
orchestrated a “global settlement” between
The banking proposal looks suspiciously
a dozen states and 10 prominent invest- like another Bush administration scheme:
ment banks accused of feeding bogus infor- HR 2 179, a House bill introduced this sesmation to mom-and-pop investors. In sion by Rep. Richard Baker (R-La.) and
April, the banks paid $1.4 billion-a new supported by Rep. Michael Oxley, (Rrecord-and agreed to a host of reforms to Ohio), Bush’s point man on corporate
crime. The pending legislation is supposed
make the case go away.
On the West Coast, California Corpora- to beef up the anemic and Iongunderfunded Securities Exchange Commission.
tions Commissioner Demetrios Boutriswho recently won a $6.5 million judgment But it, too, would curb the power of states
against deceptive stock peddlers-also is to combat stock market scams.
annoyed by the OCC plan. In a previously
HR 2179, which is currently idling but
unpublished October 6 letter obtained by could be revived, has drawn howls from
In These Ems, the commissioner chal- state authorities and consumer advocates,
lenged the proposal, saying the OCC “lacks with Spitzer labeling it “an absolute, outthe necessary Congressional authority” to right betrayal of the small investor.”
overrule certain state laws.
At the OCC, spokesman Kevin Mukri A.C. Thompson is a staff reporter with the
played down the controversy. He portrays San Francisco Bay Guardian. Freelance
the whole effort as a simple attempt to writer James A. Thompson lives in TUCuntangle a mess of overlapping and con- son, Arizona.
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By Craig Aaron
Democrats are hoping to make one
word synonymous with Bush administration policy in Iraq, and judging by the
generally reliable political barometer of
late-night comedy writers, their strategy
may be working. “President Bush is asking
Congress for $80 billion to help rebuild
Iraq,” David Letterman quipped in a
September monologue. “And when you
make out that check, remember there are
two Ls in Halliburton.”
A big fuss has been made-and rightly
so-about the multibillion-dollar, no-bid
contracts handed out to a subsidiary of
Dick Cheney’s old firm. The most comprehensive study to date, released in late
October by the Center for Public
Integrity, identifies 71 companies and
individuals who received a total of $8 billion worth of contracts in postwar
Afghanistan and Iraq. These same interests have contributed more money to
George W. Bush than to any other federal
candidate since 1990.
But the truly surprising thing about the
report wasn’t how much these companies
gave to Bush, but how little. Combined
they gave Bush $500,000, an average of
just $7,000 each. That’s hardly enough to
get a table at a Bush fund-raiser, let alone
establish a quid pro quo.
This is not to say that companies don’t
make campaign contributions to influence
policy and seek out special favors. Or that
these firms didn’t benefit from cronyism
and insider access. Some companiesespecially military-industrial contractors-have
more effective and efficient
ways of securing government business.
These include keeping the vice president
on the company payroll. Halliburton has
paid Cheney hundreds of thousands of dollars in deferred salary since he took office.
Industries without such close ties must
demonstrate their loyalty in other ways.
The financial services industry is a good
example. Initially, Wall Street-which
tends to hedge its bets by giving equally
to both parties-had little access to the
Bush administration. No Wall Street
CEOs were invited to Bush‘s business
leaders forum held a few weeks before his
inauguration, and none participated in

his August 2002 economic summit.
But times have changed. Since June,
Wall Street has given the Bush campaign
$3.8 million, according to the Center for
Responsive Politics. Merrill Lynch, Bush’s
top contributor, has given as much as all
7 1 postwar contractors combined. A t
least a dozen top Wall Street executives
have joined the ranks of Bush‘s “Rangers”
and “Pioneers” by bundling hundreds of

thousands of dollars in campaign contributions. (Only one of these rainmakers
was ranked among Bush‘s top fund-raisers
in 2000.) Shortly after Bush’s September
speech to the United Nations, the president met behind closed doors with a small
group of top Wall Street execs.
There’s a chicken-and-egg debate over
whether contributions influence policy or
policy influences contributions-but
it
works both ways. The investment community’s outpouring of wpport stems
largely from the Bush administration’s tax
policies, which slashed dividend and c a p
ita1 gains tax rates. Wall Street led the
fight for Bush‘s plan, which the Securities
Industry Association declared to be “the
number one issue on our advocacy
agenda.”These cuts not only benefited the
industry’s richest customers-Wall Street
CEOs stood to personally save millions.
There’s a lot more on the industry’s legislative and regulatory wish list. But to
accomplish any of it, Wall Street must first
shake off the taint of corporate scandal.
Apparently, their strategy has nothing to
do with reforming the practices that have
bilked investors out of billions. Instead,
Wall Street is whining about being overregulated. Merill Lynch CEO Stan
O’Neal, a Ranger, wrote an op-ed in the
W d Street Journal last spring warning, “If
we attempt to eliminate risk-to legislate,

regulate or litigate it out of existence-the
ultimate result will be economic stagnation, perhaps even economic failure.”
O’Neal’s article was a thinly veiled
attack on New York Attorney General
Eliot Spitzer-who launched the investigation that led to a $1.4 billion “global
settlement” by Merrill Lynch and nine
other big Wall Street firms over allegations of fraudulent conflicts of interest
between investment bankers and stock
analysts. Executives from seven of those
firms are now Rangers or Pioneers.
U.S. Rep. Richard Baker (R-La.) introduced a bill last summer to prevent state
regulators like Spitzer from forcing structural changes in the securities industry, an
idea shopped around the Hill a year earlier by Morgan Stanley. Morgan Stanley is
not only Baker’s biggest campaign contributor, but the firm’s managing director
has become a Ranger. The bill-endorsed
by the chairman of the SEC-was shelved
after attracting too much negative press.
But it is sure to resurface.
Since then, Spitzer has further humiliated Wall Street-and the lapdogs at the
SEC-by going after hedge and mutual
funds for fraudulent trading practices. In
the latter case, firms allegedly allowed
select wealthy investors “to bet today on
yesterday’s horse races,” as Spitzer put it.
The industry’s calls to muzzle him have
only intensified.
Despite the president’s pledge after the
collapse of Worldcom “to usher in a new era
of integrity in corporate America,” Wall
Street knows a good investment when it
sees one. Bush‘s tax cuts are just the first
step in a push toward making all investment income tax-free. Wall Street hopes to
deter further regulation of hedge funds,
derivatives trading and arcane, highly profitable tax-avoidanceschemes. The industry
also aims to remodel the retirement and
pension systems, limit class-action lawsuits
and privatize Social Security.
The handouts to investment bankers
and their wealthy clients during a second
Bush administration won’t be as easily
quantifiable as the postwar contracts. But
the Democratic presidential contenders-and
the rest of us-would be
wise to remember that there also are two
Ls in Merrill Lynch.
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